Confessions of a Greens Chairman

There can be more, more fitting author for this latest STRI publication than Malcolm Peake, a man whose passion for golf course conditioning and knowledge of what is required to achieve the best possible results are second to none.

Without mentioning any names, many Chairman of Green-Course Manager/Head Greenkeeper relationships are adversarial but Malcolm takes a more enlightened approach - finding out what needs to be done and then working closely with his Course Manager to make it happen. In Malcolm’s case at Temple Golf Club with Course Manager Martin Gunn, the relationship between the two is as good as you would find anywhere and the results they have achieved at Temple bear testimony to the quality of their working relationship.

Confessions of a Greens Chairman includes brief history of Temple Golf Club but not in the usual sense. It describes the course management practices and philosophies including minutes from Greens Committee meetings and charts how the course’s came in the 1970s with the introduction of an irrigation system coupled with new bunker golf balls.

Malcolm then reports on the resurgence of the club from 1990 beginning with the arrival of Jeff Ferris of the STRI as agronomist and Martin Gunn as new Head Greenkeeper. The book looks at the approach required to reinstate the course - intensive aeration programme, hefty investment in staff, machinery and compound - none of which were popular with much of the membership and all relevant to other golf clubs which need to take the same approach.

The book then takes in the new holistic course management approach and the ecological management which has gone on at Temple together with practical advice on Greens Committees and the need for continuity as well as the politics which often cloud the issues.

Confessions of a Chairman of Green by Malcolm Peake is a must read for anyone taking on such a role but it should also be required reading for everyone involved at committee level at golf clubs. In addition greenkeepers themselves for whom Malcolm has the utmost admiration, should have a read as the book gives an insight into the thinking of Chairmen of Green which could be invaluable. SM.

The Oatridge Eight

The recent Oatridge Agricultural College prize giving ceremony saw eight student greenkeepers being honoured for their achievements. They are back row left to right, Jeffrey Bailey, Steven Ness, Lee Girton, Paul Dumma, Adam Sherwood. Front row, Steven Gray, James Spiers and James Shanko.

An idea aimed at encouraging golfers to use the rakes provided for them has been introduced by Newart and Accessory Distributors. "Rake up" is a clip on support lifting the hand clear of the sand and preventing the handle from lying in often damp or wet sand.

The clip is designed to self-adjust and fit a variety of handle thicknesses and can be reused when the rake is eventually discarded.

Lifting the hand clear of the sand also allows the ball a clear run into the centre of the bunker with minimal obstruction.

The Rake Up is priced at £3 each and is packed in 10s and 50s.

For further information Tel: 020 8275 0018.